TerraMai Launches New Era in Reclaimed Wood
New Commercial Line delivers classic reclaimed wood flooring and paneling in large quantities, at budget
prices and with quick lead times

	
  
WHITE CITY, OR, Oct 27, 2014 – TerraMai pioneers a new evolution in reclaimed wood with the launch of its
Commercial Line, which now makes reclaimed wood viable for large-scale budget-sensitive projects such as
hotel chains, retail rollouts, residential developments and other high-volume projects.
The new line delivers the classic looks and timeless appeal of prefinished reclaimed wood floors and walls in
large quantities of tens of thousands of square feet at budget-conscious prices around $10 per square foot.
This breakthrough defies existing perceptions of reclaimed wood as a high-priced product with limited
availability and opens up new markets like large resorts, restaurant chains, condominium towers and more.
“We are leveraging our extensive international network of sourcing and mill partners along with our own fullservice mill to offer classic reclaimed wood aesthetics at prices and quantities that allow designers to use
reclaimed wood throughout large-scale projects like hotels and retail rollouts,” said Ken Westrick, TerraMai’s
owner and CEO.
The new line features 18 products in a range of looks, from rustic to highly refined, and a variety of species,
including teak, walnut, redwood and oak. All of the products are FSC-certified reclaimed. Each comes
prefinished and ready to install with no additional onsite finishing expense, time or hassle. Virtually all of the
products are available with short lead times of one-to-four weeks, depending on quantities. This is another key
advantage for designers and builders accustomed to long lead times for reclaimed wood.
For more information, contact Matt Nichols at 541.973.2301 or visit TerraMai.com.
About TerraMai: TerraMai collaborates with top designers to provide beautiful, sustainable reclaimed wood
products for premiere commercial and residential projects. TerraMai’s project list includes Google, Starbucks,
AT&T, HBO, Hilton Worldwide, Lululemon, Whole Foods, REI, Youtube, UC Berkeley, Amazon, the San
Francisco 49ers, Microsoft, Marriott International, The High Line, Disney, Pottery Barn and hundreds more – in
just the past three years. TerraMai has a long history of innovation beginning with its overseas sourcing of
reclaimed tropical hardwoods like teak from Asia more than a decade ago. Today, TerraMai's international and
domestic sourcing networks, 24 years of experience and custom capabilities are unique in the industry.
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